An atmospheric blast/thermal model for the formation of high-latitude pedestal craters
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Abstract—Although tenuous, the atmosphere of Mars affects the evolution of impact-generated vapor. Early-time vapor from a vertical impact expands symmetrically, directly transferring a small percentage of the initial kinetic energy of impact to the atmosphere. This energy, in turn, induces a hemispherical shock wave that propagates outward as an intense airblast (due to high-speed expansion of vapor) followed by a thermal pulse of extreme atmospheric temperatures (from thermal energy of expansion). This study models the atmospheric response to such early-time energy coupling using the CTH hydrocode written at Sandia National Laboratories. Results show that the surface surrounding a 10 km diameter crater (6 km “apparent” diameter) on Mars will be subjected to intense winds (~200 m/s) and extreme atmospheric temperatures. These elevated temperatures are sufficient to melt subsurface volatiles at a depth of several centimeters for an ice-rich substrate. Ensuing surface signatures extend to distal locations (~4 apparent crater diameters for a case of 0.1% energy coupling) and include striations, thermally armored surfaces, and/or ejecta pedestals—all of which are exhibited surrounding the freshest high-latitude craters on Mars. The combined effects of the atmospheric blast and thermal pulse, resulting in the generation of a crater-centered erosion-resistant armored surface, thus provide a new, very plausible formation model for high-latitude Martian pedestal craters.

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

“Pedestal craters” as defined here represent a class of impact crater unique to Mars and distinguishable by their distinct form: craters perched near the center of a mesa or plateau surrounded by an outward-facing scarp. They represent relics where the substrate in which the crater had formed was eroded away (see Arvidson et al. 1976, 1979; Mouginis-Mark 1987; Schultz and Lutz 1988; Barlow 2005). This nearly complete removal of the target substrate, along with the concentration of recent examples of pedestal craters at high latitudes within circumpolar mantling deposits, has prompted the suggestion that some process occurring during their formation must act to preserve or protect a volatile-rich substrate (Schultz 1988b; Schultz and Lutz 1988; Tanaka 2000).

Distal terrains around the freshest high-latitude craters on Mars are striated (with terminal lobes) and extend to distances similar to the maximum pedestal diameters (~10 crater diameters, see Fig. 1). Here we explore the possibility that such features are the consequence of early-time atmospheric effects on the impact process (passage of a shock blast and intense heating). The resulting modification of the surface by these effects induces armoring previously recognized as necessary for the future development of pedestal craters (see Arvidson et al. 1976, 1979).

Atmospheric responses to an impact can be separated into early- and late-time processes, with subsequent effects ranging from slight winds to global catastrophe (Jones and Kodis 1982; Schultz and Gault 1990; Schultz 1992; Adushkin and Nemchinov 1994). Early-time interactions result from energy directly coupled to the atmosphere prior to and just after impact (compression stage), whereas late-time interactions involve the atmospheric response to crater growth (excavation and ejection). Many studies have focused on late-time atmospheric responses to indirect energy coupling, such as winds and turbulence caused by the outward-moving ejecta curtain, frictional drag, etc. (e.g., Schultz and Gault 1979, 1982; Schultz 1992a, 1996; Barnouin-Jha and Schultz 1996, 1998), in great detail. The present study focuses on the early-time direct transfer of energy to an atmosphere via the expansion of an impact-induced vapor (e.g., O’Keefe and Ahrens 1982; Ahrens and O’Keefe 1987; Roddy et al. 1987; Schultz 1988b, 1996;
The range in possible interactions between an atmosphere and the impact process make the depiction of a “complete picture” very complex. Before integrating into a “complete picture,” each type of atmospheric response needs to be understood. The present study is a first step to addressing distal surface signatures resulting from the response to early-time vapor expanding into an atmosphere. Such an approach provides a basis for recognizing signatures of potential near-surface volatiles.

Impact-Generated Vapor

Impact-induced vaporization is a key component of early-time cratering and a widely studied phenomenon. Previous studies, both experimental (e.g., Schultz 1996; Sugita et al. 1998; Wrobel et al. 2004) and computational (e.g., Adushkin and Nemchinov 1994; Pierazzo and Melosh 1999), focused on the generation and expansion of vapor clouds in an attempt to better understand impact vaporization. At least four different components of impact-generated vapor have been distinguished: vapor associated with the jetting phase, a downrange-moving vapor cloud, a plume that expands above impact, and a later-time cloud that evolves from the redirection of vapor temporarily contained in the penetration cavity (Schultz 1996). This work will only address the early-time plume that expands symmetrically above impact, neglecting the role of the shock wave associated with the incoming impactor. The effects due to atmospheric interactions with other vapor will be treated in a later contribution.

MODELING STRATEGIES

The direct transfer of energy to an atmosphere from an expanding impact vapor results in a hemispherical shock wave that propagates outward as an intense airblast. The effects of such an airblast and the ensuing surface signatures are dependent on the initial ambient atmospheric and surface conditions. For example, the thick atmosphere of Venus provides a unique environment where the impact-induced vapor is not able to expand to great distances. As a result, extreme interactions with the atmosphere induce distinctive surface signatures relatively close to the crater (Schultz 1992b; Sugita and Schultz 2002). On Mars, the present-day tenuous atmosphere cannot restrain an expanding vapor cloud; consequently, the effects of atmospheric interactions extend to large distances.

Analytical calculations derived from explosion physics (Taylor 1950a, 1950b; Sedov 1959) provide a relatively straightforward approach for describing an expanding shock front (airblast). The response of an atmosphere to energy imparted by early-time impact vapor has been previously examined using these analytically derived expressions (Schultz 1988b, 1992b). These studies showed that while an instantaneous surface explosion is fundamentally different from an impact by a hypervelocity projectile, the classic blast wave solution by Taylor (1950a) does provide a reasonable first-order approximation for benchmark purposes:

\[
R = S(\gamma)\frac{t^{2/5}E_A^{1/5}}{\rho_o^{1/5}}
\]

where \(R\) denotes the radius of the spherically expanding shock front generated by an explosion of energy \(E_A\), \(S(\gamma)\) is a function of the ratio \(\gamma\) of the specific heats of the surrounding atmosphere (\(\sim 1.3\) for CO\(_2\), i.e. the Martian atmosphere), \(t\) measures the time since explosion, and \(\rho_o\) is the ambient atmospheric density.

Point-source approximations for impact cratering evolved from studies of explosion cratering. A point-source model is often used to approximate the effects of energy deposition in the target during an impact (e.g., Holsapple and Schmidt 1987). Similarly, the transfer of energy from a planetary impact to a surrounding atmosphere can be modeled with an assumption of an instantaneous point-source release of a large amount of energy into a small volume of gas. The resulting shock physics can be characterized well using the analytical solutions from explosion cratering as described above (Taylor 1950a, 1950b; Sedov 1959). Such an approach provides useful first-order results but also makes simplifying assumptions and neglects the complex interactions that occur during the impact process.
In order to appreciate such differences and to validate the general results obtained, this study involves a combination of two different computational models: a point-source energy release model (deposition into a Martian atmosphere) and a Martian impact model. Both models employ the CTH hydrocode, a multidimensional, multi-material shock physics analysis package developed at Sandia National Laboratories (McGlaun et al. 1990). The point-source model is a clear-cut computational simulation with results that are easily comparable to analytical calculations. It supplies a first-order estimate of the atmospheric response to early-time impact energy coupling that can be used as a benchmark for interpreting the more complex results of the full-up impact model.

CTH simulations of impacts on Mars have previously been modeled for various scientific studies (e.g., Stewart et al. 2004). Here the focus is only on the atmospheric response to the deposition of energy from expanding impact-induced vapor. In such simulations, however, it is nearly impossible to single out which specific responses are due to just the vapor component. Thus it is useful to compare the results of the Martian impact simulation with those from the point-source energy model in an attempt to isolate the conditions being induced solely from the early-time symmetrically expanding vapor.

**Point-Source Energy Model**

The first of the two CTH simulations presented in this study involves a point-source instantaneous release of a large amount of energy into the ambient Martian atmosphere. It is a two-dimensional axisymmetric model that incorporates the adaptive mesh refinement approach (Crawford et al. 2002) in order to provide high-resolution conditions along the resulting shock blast front. For this simulation, the atmosphere was composed of CO₂ gas (modeled as a user-defined ideal gas, \( \gamma = 1.3 \)) under ambient Martian conditions (density of 1.55e-5 g/cc and temperature of ~240 K near the surface).

For this model, the energy coupled to the atmosphere was assumed to be a small percentage (0.1%) of the total energy from an asteroid 1 km in diameter impacting at 12 km/s (~10²³ ergs). The fraction of energy actually transferred to an atmosphere via impact vapor expansion remains uncertain, ranging anywhere from ~0.01% to ~50% (dry-ice target), and depends on many factors such as impact angle, impact velocity, and surface and atmospheric conditions (Schultz 1996). This coupling energy can be determined post-impact, however, using the limits of vapor cloud expansion and Taylor’s blast wave equation (Equation 1). The estimate used here is a conservative one based on such previous approximations (Schultz 1992b) and direct measurements from laboratory experiments (Schultz 1996).

Analytical calculations (Equation 1) provide a reality check for the results of this point-source hydrocode model. Fig. 2 reveals the good correlation between the two approaches. It should be noted, however, that Taylor’s solution is primarily applicable only to conditions for a strong shock (when \( P_{\text{wave}} \gg P_{\text{ambient}} \)). The CTH hydrocode, however, tracks the transition from a strong to weak shock regime. Differences between the analytical and the CTH results (as seen in Fig. 2) due to this simplification are not substantial enough, however, to preclude using Taylor’s solution for first-glance validation of the point-source energy model.
Martian Impact Model

CTH impact simulations reveal the atmospheric response to an impact in much greater detail than is possible with a point-source approximation. The second computational model of this study thus involves a 12 km/s vertical impact of a 1 km diameter dunite projectile into a volatile-rich target with an atmosphere under ambient Martian conditions (same atmospheric conditions as applied in the point-source energy model). The SESAME equation of state package was used to model the projectile and target, which consisted of a 500 m layer of water ice (40% porosity) overlying basalt. As in the first model, the impact simulations were run in two dimensions applying axisymmetry and the adaptive mesh refinement approach (Crawford et al. 2002) for higher resolution along the atmospheric blast front.

Gravity-scaling relations (Schmidt and Holsapple 1982; Schultz and Gault 1985) predict that an asteroid 1 km in diameter impacting at 12 km/s would produce a transient crater 6 km in diameter. The diameter in this case refers to the "apparent" transient diameter referenced to the preimpact surface, as is commonly done for experiments and computational codes. The rim-to-rim transient crater diameter, however, is 25% larger than the apparent diameter. In addition, a crater of this size on Mars should collapse, resulting in an even further enlargement by another 25% (Croft 1985; Schultz 1988a). Consequently, the conditions modeled for the present study would produce a 10 km final rim-to-rim crater diameter on Mars.

The impact simulations presented here assume a vertical impact with the projectile starting very near to the target surface, thereby neglecting the details of atmospheric entry and interaction before impact. The model was set up this way for ease of computation and interpretation of the results. The effects of impact angle and projectile wake would add another dimension of detail that will be considered in a future contribution. The current results should nevertheless apply for impact angles of 30° and higher. At these angles, experiments (Schultz 1996) and hydrocodes (Pierazzo and Melosh 1999) show the existence of an early-time vapor cloud evolving above the crater, in addition to a fast moving vapor plume that travels rapidly downrange and decouples from the excavation process. The component of vapor that remains expanding above impact, as modeled in this study, thus provides only a fraction of the total energy that is directly transferred to the atmosphere. This is consistent with the use of a conservative value of 0.1% of the initial impact energy coupled to the atmosphere in the point-source energy release simulation.

Adushkin and Nemchinov (1994) previously studied the atmospheric response to energy coupling for impacts on Earth. The results of that work provide a useful reference for comparisons with the impact model presented here (when also applied to terrestrial conditions). Results from the two studies correlate well (maximum difference of 20% in atmospheric temperature at the surface). Differences can be primarily attributed to the neglect of radiation flux in the current study. Other disparities between the two studies are related to the effects of projectile wake, also neglected here. Such wake effects are transitory, though, and minor relative to vapor expansion, primarily affecting the atmospheric column at high altitudes (Schultz 1992b, 1996).

In summary, our model is the first step in describing the temperature/pressure environment around a modest size impact on Mars for angles higher than ~30°. Neglecting the effects of both trajectory and the preimpact wake will limit detailed comparisons but will not invalidate our primary focus: the possible consequences of impact-induced atmospheric winds and extreme temperatures in regards to the melting of near-surface ices and the formation of pedestal craters.

RESULTS: POINT-SOURCE MODEL

Based on previous analytical, point-source models, if 0.1% of the initial energy of an impact is directly transferred to the Martian atmosphere, then the pressure in the resulting shock front equilibrates to ambient values when it reaches ~4 crater diameters from impact (Schultz 1992b). Results from the present CTH point-source energy simulation agree well, showing a pressure blast that extends out to ~4.2 apparent crater diameters, or ~25 km from the explosion (reached at ~50 s).

The simulation results for the range and time of shock front equilibration to ambient pressure are shown in Fig. 3. Locations closer to the energy source experience a more intense pressure blast while greater distances (beyond 25 km) are subjected to remnant effects as the atmosphere recovers (extending out to ~35 km, as seen in Fig. 3).

The plots in Fig. 3 also reveal that early-time atmospheric energy coupling generates both a rapidly moving blast wave and a large temperature pulse. Winds induced by this atmospheric blast exceed 200 m/s even out to distances of ~10 km, or ~1.5 apparent crater diameters. Recovery winds, also close to 200 m/s in magnitude, affect surfaces out to ~6 apparent crater diameters, or ~35 km (see Fig. 3a), and linger for minutes (see Fig. 3b).

Close to the initial energy source (e.g., ~2 apparent crater diameters or ~12 km from energy release), residual temperatures behind these winds remain near 1000 K after ~50 s. Farther away, however, atmospheric temperatures at the surface drop (e.g., ~500 K at ~3 apparent crater diameters), reaching a minimum of ~270 K at a range of 25 km (see Figs. 3c and 3d).

These results, while informative, are not nearly complete. Tracking the evolving conditions in the atmosphere due to the expanding vapor phases requires detailed Martian impact simulations, as presented below.
RESULTS: IMPACT MODEL

Pressure/Blast Wave

The CTH impact model results also document the generation of an intense pressure wave (Fig. 4). The strength of this wave corresponds rather well with the magnitude of the pressure front observed in the point-source energy model (see Fig. 2). It therefore appears that the impact calculation is capturing effects due to early-time energy deposition.

The shape and form of the impact vapor-induced pressure wave, however, differ from those produced by the point-source energy release, due to the added complexities of the impact model (such as the actual inclusion of expanding vapor). The resulting atmospheric blast does not spread uniformly outward from a point-source location. A distinction of particular importance is the noticeable coupling behavior revealed in the impact simulation results (see Fig. 4d). A high-pressure region becomes “attached” to the surface, moving outward slowly to great distances (lasting ~80 s out to ~50 km from impact). This attached region results from early-time vapor being located above the surface, not at the surface as in the point-source energy release simulation. In the impact model, the vapor is contained within the impact cavity at very early times. Eventually, it breaks away, moving out of the cavity so that the center of mass of the cloud is now located above the surface, and then expands outward in all directions (Schultz 1996). This, in turn, results in vapor that rapidly travels downward around the lip of the cavity, into atmosphere of much lower pressure (ambient), and “attaches” to the surface (due to the continual feeding of vapor to this region as the cloud expands). This same phenomenon has been observed computationally (e.g., Crawford et al. 1995; Rybakov et al. 1997; Sugita and Schultz 2002) and in laboratory experiments from high-speed imaging of impact-generated vaporization (Schultz 1996).
Also unlike what was observed from the point-source model, atmospheric blast effects do not just dissipate with increasing time and distance. Figure 5 contains a series of plots showing the horizontal velocity magnitude (m/s) of blast-induced winds (for 25 s and 80 s after impact). The absolute magnitude of the velocities is used for ease in portraying the carrying capabilities of these winds. Wind direction is not important for the sake of our conclusions.

At 25 s after impact, the strongest winds are located high in the atmosphere (e.g., ~1000 m/s and greater at 8 km and above). At the same time, the surface close to the crater (within ~1 apparent crater diameter) is being subjected to winds, reaching ~175 m/s in magnitude, that are generated from the expansion of later-time vapor components (see Figs. 5a–c). The early-time symmetrically expanding vapor blasts by these proximal locations at much earlier times (as it rises out of the cavity), enforcing winds near 800 m/s.

In addition to this fast, initial blast, the region of coupled vapor produces enhanced wind velocities near the surface as it travels outward to greater distances. Figure 5c plots the magnitude of the horizontal wind velocity at the planetary surface, showing an increase at the range of vapor coupling (~25 m/s at ~23 km from impact at 25 s). The atmosphere right above the surface (at ~1 km up, again at ~23 km and 25 s) experiences more complete effects of the coupled vapor expansion, containing winds of ~300 m/s (Fig. 5b).

At later times, the combination of persistent winds from the initial blast (outward), particularly those from the lingering coupled vapor, and its recovery (inward) creates chaotic, turbulent eddies moving at hundreds of meters per
second, even at a minute and a half after impact (see Figs. 5c and 5d).

**Thermal Response**

The point-source energy release simulation indicated that an atmosphere with lingering extreme temperatures would engulf the surface, thereby elevating subsurface temperatures during an impact. Such intense atmospheric temperatures at the surface are not present, however, in the more complete impact simulation. Instead, the expanding vapor component behind the advancing shock front transfers its heat to the surface through the “attached” vapor (highlighted in Fig. 6a). Though not as extreme as a thermally enhanced atmosphere (point-source model, Fig. 6b), this coupled region of vapor induces temperatures over 500 K, sustained for tens of seconds at a given location. At higher altitudes, the thermal wave exceeds 1000 K (sustained for minutes at ~25 km altitude) and encloses a cooler thermal bubble with temperatures around 450 K (Fig. 6a).

**OBSERVATIONS/DISCUSSION**

The relative complexity of the impact process, in contrast to an instantaneous explosion, makes comparisons between the two models difficult. First-glance comparisons reveal that the atmospheric response due to early-time energy transfer can be observed in impact simulations. But evaluating the magnitude of the results of the two models (strength of winds, intensity of heating) is not straightforward due to the
The inclusion of vapor expansion in the impact model. Moreover, the mechanism for heat transfer to the surface differs between the two models, due to contrasting methods (and possibly extent) of energy coupling. In the point-source model, the atmosphere heats the surface; in the impact model, the hot vapor engulfs the surface.

Despite the intricacies of the impact model, a few observations can be made exclusively from its results. For example, target porosity seems to play a significant role in the effects of atmospheric energy coupling. In the point-source model, the atmosphere heats the surface; in the impact model, the hot vapor engulfs the surface.

Atmospheric Blast Winds

The critical threshold wind speed for raising dust a few microns in diameter on Mars ranges from tens to hundreds of meters per second (Greeley et al. 1992). Consequently, the atmospheric blast-induced winds observed in the present impact model would be powerful enough to “precondition” a surface by stripping loose soil and dust well in advance of ballistic (and nonballistic) ejecta emplacement. The intensity of these winds will eventually decay at large distances (starting at ~4 apparent crater diameters from impact). Suspended material will be deposited once wind velocities fall below threshold, perhaps forming the distal lobes observed for fresh high-latitude craters on Mars (see Fig. 1). It is most likely that the finest fraction of dust (micron size) will continue to be sustained by weaker winds and eventually mixed in with ejecta that will be later deposited on the preconditioned surface.

Thermal Response

Figure 6a shows that atmospheric temperatures near the surface will be well above melting at the region of coupled impact vapor. Even at a minute after impact, surface temperatures are sustained at values ranging from ~300–350 K at distances of ~35–40 km from impact (Fig. 7b). Such temperatures would be sufficient to melt subsurface volatiles at a few centimeters in depth, based on a model by Paterson (1994):

\[ T(z) = T(g) + T(o) e^{-z/z^*} \sin\left\{ \left( \frac{2\pi t}{P} \right) - \left( z/z^* \right) \right\} \]

where

\[ T(g) = T(s) + \frac{Qz}{k} \]

and \( T(s) \) is the average surface temperature, \( Q \) denotes the geothermal heat and \( k \) symbolizes the thermal conductivity. \( T(o) \) represents the half amplitude of temperature oscillation, \( P \) is the period of oscillation, and \( z^* \) derives from:

\[ z^* = (\kappa P/\pi)^{-1/2} \]

where \( \kappa \) symbolizes the thermal diffusivity.

Geotherms calculated from Equation 2 are plotted in Fig. 8 for ice-rich and fine dust substrates. Included are geotherms from ambient Martian conditions as well as geotherms incorporating the extra heat stemming from the engulfing hot vapor. It is evident that lingering temperatures at ~30 s after the passage of the thermal pulse are high enough to produce a thermal wave extending to depths of several centimeters (temperatures above melting down to ~15 cm) at ~4 apparent crater diameters from impact for an ice-rich substrate. Consequently, if given enough time, temperatures will be sufficient to melt any ice present in the upper layers of a subsurface. Subsequent burial by ejecta will provide an insulating layer that would perhaps sustain this condition.

Nemtchinov et al. (1994) proposed that impacts of small bodies result in the formation of a heated ground layer due to absorption of thermal radiation emitted from the hot
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atmosphere. Additional surface/subsurface heating should thus occur in the present model due to elevated temperatures higher in the atmosphere, as shown in Fig. 6. For example, temperatures at ~5 km above the surface are sustained at ~600 K for ~20 s after passage of the thermal wave (out to distances of ~3 apparent crater diameters) and should therefore significantly affect the surface through radiative transfer. Such radiative effects, however, were not included in this model but can be approximated from the relation:

\[ Q = \Psi \frac{E_a}{[4(\pi r^2 + z_0^2)]} \eta \]  

where \( Q \) is the energy delivered to the unit surface, \( \Psi \) symbolizes the coefficient of conversion of the atmospheric energy into thermal radiation, \( E_a \) denotes the energy of the airblast proportional to the initial kinetic energy of the body, \( r \) is the range from impact, \( z_0 \) stands for the effective height of the emitting volume, and \( \eta \) denotes the transmittance (Adushkin and Nemchinov 1994). Estimates using Equation 5 yield a radiation flux of ~10 kW/cm² or greater for the first ten seconds after impact (extending to distances of ~0.5 apparent crater diameter). Surfaces subjected to such heat will reach the evaporation limit, initiating vaporization of any present water-ice (Rybakov et al. 1997). The flux of radiation decreases to ~0.7 kW/cm² at later times and greater distances from impact (e.g., ~4 apparent crater diameters at ~30 s).

It is thus apparent that extreme atmospheric temperatures (both near the surface, coupled zone, and from higher altitudes, radiation) induced by early-time vapor expansion should significantly heat the substrates surrounding high-latitude craters on Mars. Considerable effects would extend to ~10 final crater diameters. It is important to note, however,
that such effects result from the earliest stages of impact and will be overprinted closer to the crater (2–3 crater diameters) by the later ejecta emplacement.

**IMPLICATIONS**

Impact-generated vaporization affects the Martian atmosphere in two ways: first, it creates a wind blast that strips away surface fines and second, it induces elevated temperatures that should melt near-surface volatiles (particularly at the coupled vapor region). High-latitude regions, covered by an ice-rich mantle and affected by seasonal mantling and orbital forcing over long time periods (e.g., Mustard et al. 2001), should be particularly sensitive to these two effects. Some possible residual surface signatures that might be found in such areas include: scoured zones (characterized by radial striations and muting of surface detail), greater runout distances of ejecta due to reduced basal friction and/or enhanced entrainment in atmospheric vortices (see Schultz 1992a), armored surfaces created by thermally indurated soil (melting and migration of subsurface water), and pedestal craters (winds/heat form a crater-centered erosion-resistant surface layer). Here we focus on one particular surface expression, the pedestal crater.

**Pedestal Craters**

Pedestal craters were first recognized on Mars in Mariner 9 data (McCaulay 1973). For our purposes, they are defined as impact craters centered on a plateau or mesa surrounded by a well-defined outward-facing scarp. In some cases, the scarp height can exceed the depth of the crater (Fig. 9). This working definition excludes the craters on Ganymede previously described as pedestal craters (e.g., Horner and Greeley 1982), which actually represent thick continuous ejecta facies, not erosional relics surrounded by scarp. Although there are some differences in usage of the term “pedestal crater,” there is a general acceptance that these features are signatures of near-surface volatiles (Mouginis-Mark 1987; Schultz 1988b, 2003; Schultz and Lutz 1988; Thomson and Schultz 2004; Barlow 2005).

Pedestal craters on Mars are concentrated at high latitudes (Amazonian to Late Hesperian in age, see Fig. 9) and in thick equatorial mantling deposits (Early Hesperian to Noachian in age) (Schultz and Lutz 1988). The average diameter of the central crater of pedestal craters at high latitudes is significantly smaller than those in the thick eroded sequences of Arabia and Mesogaea at low latitudes (Schultz 1988b; Schultz and Lutz 1988).

Proposed mechanisms for the formation of pedestal craters include armoring by fine ejecta deposits (Arvidson et al. 1976), ejecta covering a volatile-rich substrate (Schultz and Lutz 1988), and vapor blasts modifying wind-sensitive, volatile-rich substrates (Schultz 1988b, 1992a, 1992b). The recently discovered evidence for volatiles at high latitudes (Boynton et al. 2002) supplies foundation for testing these alternative hypotheses using numerical computations.

A combined atmospheric blast/thermal model as described in this study provides a basis for better understanding the formation of Martian pedestal craters by creating a crater-centered, erosion-resistant indurated surface. Such a model involves processes affecting only the upper surface, consistent with the presence of volatile-rich mantling deposits at high latitudes. “Preconditioning” by the wind blast...
An atmospheric blast/thermal model for the formation of high-latitude pedestal craters would leave a surface scoured and stripped of loose particulates (out to distal distances of several crater diameters, depending on the initial kinetic energy of impact). This, in turn, would make the volatile-rich surface deposits extremely sensitive to the high atmospheric temperatures that immediately follow passage of the blast.

Armoring of the surface surrounding an impact can develop from several possible processes. Two are proposed here. First, melting and migration of near-surface water may indurate soil by rapidly dissolving and precipitating salts. Second, the blast and thermal effects may combine to remove the volatile fraction, leaving behind a protective layer of fine, volatile-poor dust. The consequent striated, armored surface, such as seen around the freshest high-latitude craters (Fig. 1), would be more resistant to erosion than the unaffected volatile-rich deposits farther out. During different climate conditions (in response to orbital forcing or other processes), the breakdown and removal of the volatile-rich component would leave a plateau elevated above the surrounding deflated surface. In some cases, there may be multiple phases of deposition (due to subsequent impacts) followed by exposure, resulting in smaller pedestal craters forming on top of larger pedestals (see Thomson and Schultz 2004).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Even the tenuous atmosphere of Mars will be affected by an impact in a variety of ways. This study focused on one particular early-time atmospheric response. A more comprehensive investigation of the atmospheric effects observed here will involve further detailed modeling (some laboratory-scale), benchmarked by experiments. Such work is essential for understanding the consequent expressions of these effects (both surface and atmospheric), such as the circulation patterns generated from the chaotic, lingering atmospheric blast-winds. It also establishes the environment for the later stages of impact and ejecta emplacement (e.g., Barnouin-Jha and Schultz 1998). Future studies will explore these topics in greater detail in order to provide a more “complete picture” of atmospheric interactions occurring during an impact.
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